STANMORE

CREATING A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE AND WORK

WELCOME TO THE EXHIBITION
THE STANMORE CONSORTIUM COMPRISING THE APLEY ESTATE, STANMORE
PROPERTIES AND OTHER LOCAL LANDOWNERS IS DEVELOPING PLANS FOR
A NEW VILLAGE AT STANMORE, BRIDGNORTH.

Developable area

SITE LOCATION

The site, which is currently designated as Green Belt,
has been identified as part of a potential allocation
for residential and employment development in
Shropshire Council’s Local Plan Review. This sets the
policies for development and use of land in the county
for the period up to 2036.
To support this allocation, the Stanmore Consortium is
seeking to demonstrate the site can be delivered and
accommodate the number of properties proposed
while providing a great place to live and work.
This public exhibition sets out the Stanmore
Consortium’s long-term vision for the future use of
the site and we would welcome your views on the
proposals. We expect that a planning application would
be developed following the adoption of the Local Plan.

PROJECT SUMMARY
In summary our proposals are about:
	Creating a new village characterised by high
quality sustainable design
	Building up to 850 new homes to meet local
needs until 2036
	Creating 2,000 new jobs across two phases
up to and beyond 2036
	Providing new space to allow local businesses
to grow as well as attracting inward investment
to Bridgnorth
	Protecting Stanmore Country Park in its entirety
and delivering an additional 43 hectares of
green and public open space
	Delivering a variety of community facilities
such as a primary school, community centre,
local shops and potentially a GP surgery
	A new park and ride facility to help address
parking issues in Bridgnorth Town Centre
We want to hear your views. This is your
opportunity to influence the proposals.
Feedback forms are available at the exhibition
and you can also contact us via our website at
wwww.stanmorevillage.co.uk
If you would like to comment on the plans,
please complete and return your feedback form
by October 26th 2019.

www.stanmorevillage.co.uk
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VISION FOR STANMORE
OUR VISION IS TO CREATE A NEW VILLAGE THAT PROVIDES A VARIETY OF
HOMES FOR ALL AGES, NEEDS AND AFFORDABILITY, AS WELL AS NEW
JOBS AND ESSENTIAL SERVICES REQUIRED BY NEW RESIDENTS AND THE
EXISTING COMMUNITY.

THE 210 HECTARE
SITE WOULD CREATE
A NEW VIBRANT
NEIGHBOURHOOD THAT
PROVIDES A SUSTAINABLE
MIX OF HOUSING, SHOPS,
EMPLOYMENT AND
OPEN SPACE FOR LOCAL
PEOPLE TO ENJOY.

TACKLING HOUSING NEED

WHY THIS SITE?

Bridgnorth has 12,000 inhabitants and suffers from
an acute shortage of new homes – during 2018 only
17 new homes were completed. This is against the
backdrop of an average of 75 completions a year in
the previous decade. A new village would provide
high-quality housing across a range of property types
and tenures. It would deliver homes for all needs – from
houses for people buying or renting their first home
through to accommodation for people later in life.

Over the last 40 years Bridgnorth has been subject to
piecemeal development, leading to little community
infrastructure being brought forward. A major benefit
of larger scale development in a single site is that
comprehensive infrastructure and facilities can be
incorporated and provided by landowners.

There would be a mix of apartments and houses
spread across the site. A local centre at the heart of
the village would include apartment homes arranged
around community facilities, shops and some small
business units.
A UNIQUE SENSE OF PLACE
The development would recognise Bridgnorth’s rural
character and be carefully designed to respond to its
setting, providing an attractive and desirable place to
live and a high-quality gateway into the town from
the east.

Growth in Bridgnorth over the last few decades
has been predominantly to the south and west of
the town. Continued westward expansion is less
sustainable because it is far removed from the town
centre, less accessible for business and increases the
distance people need to commute, thereby increasing
traffic congestion.
A new community at Stanmore with greater proximity
to High Town and Low Town would rebalance
Bridgnorth and create a more sustainable public
transport network and improved pedestrian and
cycle access.

www.stanmorevillage.co.uk
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DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES
SIX GUIDING DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED FOR STANMORE.

PRINCIPLE 1:

PRINCIPLE 2:

PRINCIPLE 3:

A HEART FOR
THE VILLAGE

PROTECT AND ENHANCE
NATURALLY IMPORTANT
ENVIRONMENTS

ENHANCE THE
COUNTRY PARK

A local centre would provide
essential services subject to local
needs for the new and existing
communities, possibly comprising:
	A primary school
	A doctors’ surgery
	Local shops
	Sport and play facilities

Ancient woodland on the
Hermitage Ridge will be protected
with additional native planting and
the Green Belt will be retained
around the woodland to protect
the setting of Bridgnorth Low
Town. Any new trees planted on
the development site would be
native species.

The Country Park would be entirely
retained. There is an opportunity to
enhance the Country Park through
selective replanting to improve
its ecological biodiversity and the
accessibility to the woodlands.

	Community centre

PRINCIPLE 4:

PRINCIPLE 5:

PRINCIPLE 6:

IMPROVE GREEN SPACE
CONNECTIVITY

CREATE A HEALTHY
AND SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITY

PROTECT THE ECONOMY
OF BRIDGNORTH

We would enhance existing
woodlands and hedgerows as
well as protecting mature and
specimen trees. We would improve
the connectivity between the green
spaces to create wildlife corridors.

Support Shropshire Council’s
commitment to carbon net zero by
2030 and create a development
that uses green space to encourage
health and wellbeing by improving
public access and connectivity to
the wider public access network.

By providing more employment
space at Stanmore the
development would protect
and grow Bridgnorth’s economy
in the long term.

www.stanmorevillage.co.uk
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MASTERPLAN
OUR PREFERRED MASTERPLAN HAS BEEN CAREFULLY DEVELOPED
FOLLOWING EXTENSIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SITE AND HAS BEEN INFORMED
BY THE PRINCIPLES OF GARDEN VILLAGES.
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A primary school
A doctors’ surgery
Local shops
Sport and play facilities
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Stanmore
Properties Ltd
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Though the development would be too small to
meet the Government’s criteria of a Garden Village
we will build to these principles and ensure a much
higher amount of green space than is traditionally
provided by most developments.

Stanmore Village

Development of a new sustainable village
Stanmore, Bridgnorth
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Development of the village would be phased.
Phase one up to 2036 would include:
1

	The design principles of a garden village
would be applied to the development given
its rural setting

Minor layout alterations

1
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850 new homes
The local centre and community facilities
The calming of the A454
	16 hectares of employment land amounting to
30,000m2 of business space
	Early planting of all major green spaces and corridors
	Sustainable drainage to ensure flood prevention
is addressed early in the project

www.stanmorevillage.co.uk
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DELIVERING
SOCIO-ECONOMIC BENEFITS
STANMORE PROVIDES AN OPPORTUNITY TO INCREASE THE WORKING AGE
POPULATION IN BRIDGNORTH WHILE DELIVERING SIGNIFICANT FINANCIAL
BENEFITS FOR THE TOWN.

Bridgnorth has an ageing
population that is older than the
national average – 30 per cent of
residents are over 65 compared to
20 per cent nationwide.
Around 57 per cent of local people
are between the working ages of 16
and 64. Since 2001 this population
group has decreased by 8 per cent,
compared with increases of 6-10
per cent nationwide.

In the future this could:
	Lead to longer-distance
commuting and a limited supply
of labour, meaning local employers
would see higher wage costs and
challenges in recruitment.
	Increase the reliance on older
people in the local workforce
remaining in or returning to work
past retirement age.

	Increase the demand for the
services required by older
people and see only a relatively
small population of younger
people available to work in
services such as health and
social care.

THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF STANMORE

ACCORDING TO INDEPENDENT RESEARCH*, THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF A NEW COMMUNITY
AT STANMORE COULD BE SIGNIFICANT:

POPULATION

LABOUR FORCE

IMPACT:
Increase Bridgnorth’s
population by up to

IMPACT:

2,200

2,000

Create
jobs across two phases up
to and beyond 2036

people

BENEFIT:
Boost the town’s
population after a
period of slow growth

WORKING AGE
POPULATION
IMPACT:
Increase the working age
population by up to

1,440

people

BENEFIT:
Boost job numbers
in skilled roles including
advanced engineering
Reduce commuting out of
the town and retain more
of the benefits of working
residents in the town

BENEFIT:
Reverse a decline in the
working age population

EMPLOYMENT
DEVELOPMENT
IMPACT:

16

hectares of
employment space

FINANCIAL

BENEFIT:
Tackle the shortage and
availability of good quality,
modern employment space

million
Deliver
in New Homes Bonus

IMPACT:

£2.3

BENEFIT:
Provide £2.8 to £3.3 million
business rates each year

Provide space for start-up
businesses
Enable expansion and
retention of existing
businesses at Stanmore
Drive investment into
Bridgnorth

HOUSING
IMPACT:

850

quality homes

Boost public sector revenue
at a time when spending
restraints are significant
Potential to reinvest revenues
elsewhere in Bridgnorth

BENEFIT:
Contribute to Bridgnorth’s
housing needs up to 2036
Provide a wide range of
homes including starter
homes, affordable (rent, social
housing) and accommodation
for older people
*Source: Hatch Regeneris

www.stanmorevillage.co.uk
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STANMORE BUSINESS PARK –
THE FUTURE
STANMORE BUSINESS PARK IS AN IMPORTANT ECONOMIC ASSET FOR
BRIDGNORTH. ITS EXPANSION WOULD HELP TO BOOST AND PROTECT THE LOCAL
ECONOMY BY CREATING 2,000 NEW JOBS AND DRIVING INWARD INVESTMENT.

AERIAL VIEW OF THE EXISTING STANMORE BUSINESS PARK

The existing business park is now fully occupied
and home to world-class engineering businesses
as well as important skills and training facilities
for Shropshire, including the Marches Centre of
Manufacturing & Technology.

Taken together both phases of development in the
period up to and beyond 2036 would create up to
2,000 new jobs.
Existing planting would be maintained and enhanced
to minimise any visual impact of the new development.

The expansion of the site would protect the economy
of the town for the long term. It would provide space
for growing local businesses as well as companies
looking to move to the area and cluster with existing
high-tech engineering businesses already located on
the site.
16 hectares of land has been identified to expand
the existing employment centre eastwards as well
as providing further employment space adjacent to
the A454, providing the best possible access to the
West Midlands conurbation and the wider area.
An additional 36 hectares of land has been
safeguarded for the next Local Plan period after
2036 to the north east of the site. This would require
a new access onto the A454 north of the proposed
local centre and would connect back to the A454
closer to Swancote.

www.stanmorevillage.co.uk
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A NEW COMMUNITY
STANMORE PROVIDES AN OPPORTUNITY TO DELIVER MUCH-NEEDED
NEW HOUSING TO HELP BRIDGNORTH RETAIN BOTH YOUNG PEOPLE AND
ATTRACT EXISTING EMPLOYEES WORKING FOR LOCAL BUSINESSES WHO
ARE CURRENTLY LIVING OUTSIDE OF THE AREA.

CGI OF THE PROPOSED LOCAL CENTRE

The new village would provide 850 high quality
homes across a range of property types and tenures
up to 2036 and also safeguard land for a further
650 homes for the period after 2036.
A RANGE OF PROPERTY TYPES AND TENURES
The Consortium is committed to ensuring that an
attractive well-designed village is built using local
architectural styles. We would ensure that all new
residential development adheres to a high quality
design guide.

Around the primary route through the site, there
would be a mix of housing types including terraced
accommodation and taller villa properties.
The western edge of the site leading up to Hermitage
Ridge would accommodate lower density and two
storey properties to ensure the ancient woodland
setting is preserved.

There would be a mix of homes from one bedroom
apartments through to five bedroom houses spread
across the site. A local centre at the heart of the village
would include apartment homes up to four storeys in
height arranged around community facilities.
From outright home ownership to rental and social
housing we want to provide houses which would
meet local needs.
Alongside the A454 there would also be a higher
proportion of higher density two to four storey homes
including apartment, maisonette and terraced type
accommodation.

CGI OF THE PROPOSED LOCAL CENTRE

www.stanmorevillage.co.uk
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CREATING GREEN OPEN SPACES
GREEN OPEN SPACE FOR NEW AND EXISTING RESIDENTS TO ENJOY IS A
KEY FEATURE OF OUR EMERGING PROPOSALS. THESE SPACES WOULD
POTENTIALLY HELP IMPROVE PEOPLE’S QUALITY OF LIFE AND WELLBEING
AS WELL AS ENHANCING THE BIODIVERSITY OF THE WIDER AREA.

PLAN SHOWING GREEN SPACES AND CORRIDORS

In addition to preserving the existing woodlands
at Hermitage Ridge and Stanmore Country Park, a
further 43 hectares of green and public open space –
at least 33 per cent of entire site – would form a key
part of the new village.
The woodlands would be connected by 30m wide
green corridors providing a public footpath and
access along the ridge. A further 40m wide green
corridor is proposed leading from Hermitage Ridge to
the eastern edge of the site, providing a secure green
boundary to the northern edge of The Hobbins.
The edges of the site running to the A roads would
include 15-20m wide landscape features planted
with native trees and shrubs to enhance the
existing hedgerows.

A CGI SHOWING 100 METRE GREEN OPEN SPACE

The largest green open space would be a public area
connecting to a new village green located at the
village centre and adjacent to the proposed school.
Smaller neighbourhood greens would be located
within an easy walk of all of the proposed housing.

REDUCING FLOOD RISK
A sustainable drainage system would be put in
place to efficiently manage the stormwater from
the site. This could include:
	Green roofs

	Permeable paving

	Attenuation units
in tree pits

	Rain gardens
	Rainwater harvesting

PHOTO OF DRAINAGE SWALE

www.stanmorevillage.co.uk
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STANMORE COUNTRY PARK
AND HERMITAGE RIDGE
THE STANMORE CONSORTIUM IS COMMITTED TO RETAINING AND
ENHANCING THE MAJOR EXISTING WOODLANDS OF HERMITAGE RIDGE
AND STANMORE COUNTRY PARK.

STANMORE COUNTRY PARK

The Country Park is a much-loved community asset.
Our preferred masterplan protects the Country Park
from any development and it would remain within
the Green Belt. We believe there is a significant
opportunity to enhance its biodiversity as well as
improving the facilities for local people to enjoy.
Hermitage Ridge would be sensitively protected and
there would be a minimum 15m green buffer zone
maintained around the woodland.

We would like to hear what improvements you would
like to see at the Country Park to make it an even
better public space.
We are also looking to increase and improve links
through the site, using existing footpaths and
creating a new potential network to connect the site
with the National Trust at Dudmaston and across to
the River Severn.

We are working with Shropshire Council’s Outdoor
Partnerships team and local people to explore
potential enhancements for the Country Park, taking
inspiration from the Severn Valley Country Park.
New facilities could include:
	New trails, signage and interpretation boards
	Wild play areas
	Facilities for Forest School activities
	Areas to encourage enhanced biodiversity
	A visitor centre and café

PHOTO OF VIEW EAST FROM HERMITAGE HILL TO STANMORE COUNTRY PARK

www.stanmorevillage.co.uk
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TRANSPORTATION
AND CONNECTIVITY
THERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO CONNECT THE NEW COMMUNITY WITH
BRIDGNORTH BY ENCOURAGING SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL AND PROVIDING
NEW WALKING, CYCLING AND BUS ROUTES.

Potential access
post 2036

Potential
access

A
45
4

Potential
access

Potential
access

ACCESS PLAN

Stanmore would be accessed off the existing A454,
which would be modified to include a 20mph
speed limit, new footpaths and cycle ways,
pedestrian crossings and appropriately designed
access junctions.
There would be a minimum of three points of
access and the exact locations of these will be
informed by visibility and safety requirements
and the overall masterplan.
Two of the access points would be connected
through the residential areas via a new primary road.
This road would gently traverse the contours of the
hillside, providing suitable access to community
spaces and residential areas.
SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL
Numerous pedestrian and cycle routes would cross
the site, connecting to existing footpaths and into the
Country Park and the local centre. Existing footpaths
would be enhanced and better connected to the
wider network and to provide cycle and wheelchair
access wherever possible for more inclusive use.

A454

PARK AND RIDE
A well-designed park and ride facility would be
integrated into the local centre and include electric
charging points for cars and bikes. It would serve as a
pick up and drop off point for the new primary school
and also provide parking for visitors to Bridgnorth.
ASSESSING ROAD IMPACTS
As part of any future planning application we would
analyse local junctions to determine where Stanmore
may have an impact. This would help to determine what
highway improvements are necessary in consultation
with the local highway authority.

www.stanmorevillage.co.uk
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STANMORE CONSORTIUM
THE STANMORE CONSORTIUM COMPRISES THE APLEY ESTATE,
STANMORE PROPERTIES AND OTHER LOCAL LANDOWNERS.

APLEY ESTATE
The Apley Estate can trace its origins back to
the Domesday Book when virtually all the land
that is now part of Bridgnorth town was part of
the Estate.
As a trusted custodian of over 8,500 acres,
Apley is passionate about protecting and
enhancing rural communities, creating great
places to live and work for local people,
supporting business and contributing to
Shropshire’s growing economy.
Apley is committed to being a responsible and
long-term steward at Stanmore. Its vision is to
help Bridgnorth develop in an economically
sustainable way and provide an opportunity
for people to live and work in a new village
that meets its commitments to high quality
design and sustainability in the beautiful
Shropshire countryside.

STANMORE PROPERTIES
Founded by local builder and developer, the
late Geoff Hickman, and still family owned, the
company bought the bulk of RAF Bridgnorth in
the mid-1960’s after the closure of the wartime
training camp and has redeveloped it over 50
years to accommodate thriving businesses
employing around 1,700 people.
The Hickman family business is now run by the third
generation who provide estate management and
have professional directors to assist with strategy.
The family is very conscious of its long connection
with the town of Bridgnorth and is an enthusiastic
part of the Stanmore Consortium and committed
to ensuring that Stanmore Business Park plays its
part in continuing to support the local economy.

www.stanmorevillage.co.uk
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PROPOSALS IN SUMMARY
THANK YOU FOR TAKING AN INTEREST IN OUR PROPOSALS.
WE HOPE YOU HAVE FOUND THIS INFORMATION USEFUL.

YOUR OPINION MATTERS TO US.
WE KNOW WE CAN SHAPE BETTER
PROPOSALS BY ENGAGING THE
LOCAL COMMUNITY AND OTHERS
WHO CAN HELP TO REFINE AND
IMPROVE THEM FURTHER.

WE WANT
YOUR FEEDBACK

If you have any comments about
any aspect of our proposals, please
complete a feedback form and return
it to us.

THE DEVELOPMENT
OF A NEW VILLAGE
AT STANMORE
COULD, SUBJECT TO
PLANNING, INCLUDE:

CREATING

2,000

NEW JOBS
across two phases up to
and beyond 2036

850 NEW HOMES

A NEW LOCAL
CENTRE
with shops and
facilities to serve
new and existing
communities

PROTECTING
AND ENHANCING
Stanmore
Country Park
and Hermitage
Ridge

A NEW PRIMARY
SCHOOL and
other community
facilities

to meet local needs
up to 2036

HAVE A QUESTION OR NEED MORE INFORMATION?
GET IN TOUCH WITH OUR CONSULTATION TEAM:
www.stanmorevillage.co.uk

consultation@stanmorevillage.co.uk

 3308 384 199
0
(Standard rates apply)

 tanmore Village, c/o Camargue,
S
11 Waterloo Street, Birmingham B2 5TB

www.stanmorevillage.co.uk

